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Found on the Floor at
the Green House

The Flight into Egypt

Through every precinct of the wintry city
Squadroned iron resounds upon the streets;
Herod’s police.
Make shudder the dark steps of the tenements.
At the business about to be done.
Neither look back upon thy starry country, nor hear what
rumors crowd across the dark where blood runs down those
holy walls,
Nor frame a childish blessing with thy hand
towards that fiery spiral of exulting souls!
Go, child of God, upon the singing desert, where, with
eyes of flame,
The roaming lion keeps thy road from harm.

-Thomas Mert o n

All this we could bear if we knew we did not suffer in
vain; that God was beside us in the struggle, sharing the
miseries of his own world. For the riddle of the world
is this: Shall sorrow and love be reconciled at last when
the promised Kingdom comes?

- Dorot h y Sa yers
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Angel Was Missing
Ch risto p h e r J. Doucot

On the morning of the Epiphany Jackie
sent the following email to our volunteers.
Dear friends,Our little friend Angel R.
has been missing since yesterday afternoon.His mother reported him missing at 1
a.m.Please keep him in your prayers.We are
rounding up the kids to start searching the
neighborhood.Today is 3 Kings day.Peace
Jackie
“When the song of the angels is stilled,
when the star in the sky is gone, when the
kings and princes are home, when the
shepherds are back with their flock, the
work of Christmas begins: to find the
lost, to heal the broken, to feed the hungry, to release the prisoner, to rebuild
the nations, to bring peace ... to make...
music in the heart.” - Howard Thurman,
author, civil rights leader, and theologian (1899-1981)
Angel was missing. Oh God! was
his song stilled? Would the prophecy
of Jeremiah again be fulfilled? “A voice
is heard in Ramah, weeping and great
mourning, Rachel weeping for her children and refusing to be comforted, because
they are no more.” (Mt 2:17-18). A torrent
of fear unleashed a flood of adrenaline
in our veins. Our hands trembled and our
voices broke; ours eyes turned red as we
kept from crying. I thought I would vommit.
A pair of Hartford detectives were
dispatched to St. Brigid House having been
informed by Angel’s mom that he was last
seen with us. He hadn’t gone to school
since he was again suspended and stopped
by the Green House before lunch. Brian
gave him a dollar for the corner bodega and
thought nothing of it. None of us did. He
should have been in school not wandering
the streets of north Hartford in the freezing cold! The detectives had a five year old
photo of Angel on the “missing” poster they
were distributing. We printed up our own
“missing” poster with a week old photo.
Thankfully, Hartford schools don’t have

classes on Three Kings Day since it is a
very popular holiday for Hispanic Christians, and so we began calling all of our
kids to see if they knew where Angel was
and to ask them to come to the Green House
immediately to join the search. As the first
group of kids were heading to knock on
Acton St doors a patrolman’s walkie talkie
blurted that “the subject has been found”.
Twenty minutes later the pair of young
Puerto Rican cops we were working with
returned to tell us that Angel had been play-

ing video games at a friend’s house and had
fallen asleep on the couch. We were assured
that he was safe and unharmed. I am not
convinced.
Angel is a handful because he has
already been grievously harmed. Prenatal drug abuse and five years of postnatal
neglect hang from Angel’s neck like a toxic
albatross. He can easily be distracted, he
can pout, he can be aggressive and he can
be mischevious. However, he can also focus
for hours on a task that interests him and be
courteous and patient with those who love
him. He has a great sense of humour and he
is compassionate. In December he brought
a child to us hoping the boy could join our
afterschool program saying to Jackie and
Justin: “He’s like me, he needs your help.”
(We subsequently learned that this child
had been projected through the windshield
of a car involved in an accident; he was not
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wearing a seat belt.) Eventually the harm
inflicted upon Angel passed some threshold
and DCF removed his brother and him from
their mother’s barren apartment. After a few
years his mom was able to get, and so far
stay, sober and regain custody of Angel. DCF
has subsequently closed the family’s case.
Meanwhile, prior to his going missing
we began to suspect that his school was laying the groundwork to expel him. Regardless of whatever good intentions the school
may have, they appear to be ill-equipped to
educate Angel. The oft repeated lament
at a recent meeting hosted by his school
was “That program would have been
helpful- but its funding was eliminated”.
His antics have led to multiple out of
school suspensions this year and a
referal to the juvenile justice system for a
misguidend prank involving a snowball
and the gas tank of a school employee’s
car. Angel is only ten; are we as a people
calloused enough to surrender him to the
ravenous beast of Corrections?
Because Angel has been harmed, and
because we as a society are not willing to provide the resources neccessary
to educate, heal and include him he is not
safe. Of course the best remedy would have
been drug treatment for his mom when she
was pregnant and effective anti-poverty
programs for her family. Preventing Angel’s
predicament is possible (see our last issue
and go to www.hcz.org) if we will it and are
willing to pay for it. But for Angel there is
no restart option. He has been harmed and
the question for us remains what will we do
about it? We know from experience that if
we do nothing the default, and ultimately
more expensive, response will be to relegate
him to the margins of our consciousness
and society.
His current trajectory will leave him
illiterate and marked with a criminal record
by the time he is twenty. Like Hester
Pyrnne’s scarlett A, a criminal record
forever marks its bearer. The crushing

(Please see: Missing p4)

Angel Was Missing, cont.
confluence of poverty: illiteracy, racism and
a criminal record will keep Angel from ever
being gainfully employed in our economy.
Unless we radically alter our priorities,
Angel will join millions of his Black and
Brown brothers in a forced migration from
America’s cities to razor wired prison reservations in America’s ex-urbs. As with the
Indian Removal Act of 1830, which forced
American Indians off their land for the
economic benefit of white Americans, our
current policies are destroying the families
and cultures of our cities. Compounding
the damage of this modern day trail of tears
is the re-apportionment of resources away
from poor cities to wealthy ex-urbs based
on census figures which count inmates as
residents of the zip code in which they are
imprisoned.
On the first Epiphany three wise men
looked to the stars for guidance and found
their way to the child Christ. The glorious
inbreaking of the Divine into our midst
through the birth of a poor Brown boy had
begun. It is not done. With the birth of Jesus
God promised to always be among us, to
always dwell within us. Despite the spiritual
and moral blindness of today’s wise men
God is still giving birth, God is still seeking
a room in our home, a place in our hearts
and a welcome in our land.
The wise men of our age have failed us.
They did not come looking for Angel; he
was already lost to them. They do not come
looking for any of the kids in our streets
and so they can’t see hope and thus plan

for failure, they can’t see joy and forecast
grief, they can’t witness diligence and so
they assume laziness, and they can’t see the
promise of God manifest in Angel and so
they are denied his love. Are the boys and
men of our cities to nothing more than the
raw material for one of the “healthiest” sector of our economy- the prison-industrial
complex?!
When Angel was lost it was the wise
women; Jackie, Jeanne, and Jennie, Pat,
Edna, and Eula, Marilyn, MaryEllen, Flo
and Nancy... who knew what to do. These
women don’t
wander in circles
with their eyes
heavenward
looking for a
sign from God.
They have
found Jesus
wearing baggy
pants hanging
impossibly low
walking down
Clark St. The
star that guides
them is the glistening sparkle
of a child’s eye.
These Wise
Women know
that our work is
to find and not
lose, to heal and
not hurt, to feed

We are currently looking for someone
interested in exploring community living
and working at the Hartford Catholic
Worker. We are seeking someone with an
easy going personality who is motivated, works well with others and alone,
is committed to a peaceful world, and
enjoys working with children. We need
someone responsible who is available
at least on: Mon., Wed. Th and Fridays

of house cleaning, and 1 Saturday a month.
In return we can offer: spiritual wealth
beyond your imagination, $30/week, use of
a vehicle, a place to live, and help with student loans. We are open to folks who work
outside the community on a limited basis
but we are not interested in someone who
has significant outside commitments and is
thus unable to invest the time necessary to

and not impoverish, to employ and
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not destroy, to welcome and not
imprison.
When Angel rushes to hug them it is the
mischevious child Jesus lost in the Temple
whom they embrace. Maybe it is time we
follow the lead of Wise Women?
“When the song of the angels is stilled,
when the star in the sky is gone, when the
kings and princes are home, when the shepherds are back with their flock, the work of
Christmas begins: to find the lost, to heal
the broken, to feed the hungry, to release
the prisoner, to rebuild the nations, to bring
peace ... to make... music in the heart.” W

Bria n Kavanagh

Would You
Like to Join Us?
from noon-6, Tuesdays for a couple of hours build meaningful relationships with our

community. We envision a process of an
interested person volunteering here for a
period followed by a month long trial at
community life before exploring the possibility of a year long internship. If you
think you might be this person please
contact us for a meeting.W

How basketball impacted my life

La tiqu a Patt erso n
(This is the second of a series of college
essays by young adults from our community.
Latiqua is waiting to see which schools will offer
a basketball scholarship, several are scouting her,
before deciding where she will go. Isaish, whose
essay was in our previous issue, has been accepted
into UCONN)

Since freshman year of high school, I
have had the opportunity to be a part of the
Weaver Girl's Varsity Basketball team. Each
year, I earn every minute of playing time.
Even when I was in middle school I worked
hard because I always knew I wanted to
play high school basketball. To improve my
game, I played pickup with the boys because
they forced me to be faster and tougher than
the other girls. Now, to continue challenging myself, every Saturday I play basketball
at the Hartford Catholic Worker House in
Hartford, CT. The Saturday program there
allows me to play against UConn student
athletes and other people in my neighborhood, mostly boys. The play is very
competitive and everyone plays hard to win.
I am usually one of the only girls on the
court, which makes me tougher because the
style of play is more intense and aggressive.
I realized this practice allows me to be different than most girls who play high school
basketball.
When I entered high school I tried out
for the Weaver Girl's Basketball team. As
a freshman, I did not realize what it would
take to be a varsity player but I learned
quickly. To be successful, I needed to be
committed and dedicated to my team in
order to make myself and my teammates
better players. I have always been a very
competitive person when it comes to playing
sports. I believe if you want to be a great
player you have to work hard everyday and
I would do anything to get a victory for
my team. I have always worked hard on
the court and this paid off when I became
the captain of my team sophomore year. It
is challenging to be the captain because it
is important that I am a role model for my

entire team. While being captain, I have
been through difficult experiences that
have that allowed me to develop as a leader.
For example, last season one of my teammates was not playing to her potential. I
told her, "You cannot have a good game all
the time, all you can do is try your best and
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on the honor roll because of my hard work
in school. Being on the volleyball, basketball and softball teams I have had to balance
school and sports. To be on the honor roll
I had to use the same dedication that I have
learned in basketball and apply it to my
school work. Sometimes after a game I am
exhausted, but I realized how important my
classes are when participating in sports. I
am a student athlete and school comes first.
If I want to play sports I have to make sure
my grades are good. When I attend college,
I will bring the leadership qualities of passion and determination to my studies just as
I did in high school.
Basketball has given me some insight
into my future and I have started to think
about playing college basketball. Also, I
understand that many of the qualities that
you need to be a good player include leadership, passion, and determination and these
the team will be happy because you put a
qualities are also needed in other aspects of
lot of effort into the game." As a member
life in order to be successful. I realize that
and captain of the team it was my responI can use my determination, passion, and
sibility to lift my teammates up when they commitment on and off the court while I am
are down and encourage them to play hard. in college. I will use my determination to
This is a life lesson that I will take with me drive me to be successful in the classroom.
no matter where I go. When you're faced
My passion to succeed will help me to
with a problem you cannot put your head
overcome any obstacles that I may have and
down because it does not solve the problem. my commitment to graduating will help me
Instead you have to work harder to achieve to stay on track. Even if I decide not to play
your goal if you want to be successful.
basketball in college I have learned skills
Throughout my high school career
that I can use in college and in the rest of
I have used many of the qualities that I
my life to make sure that I reach any goal
learned from basketball in the classroom.
that I have for myself. W
Ever since my freshman year I have been

Kurtis Blo w

Rappin’ Basketball

Basketball is my favorite sport
I like the way they dribble up and down the court
Just like I’m the King on the microphone so is Dr. J and Moses Malone
I like Slam dunks take me to the hoop
My favorite play is the alley oop
I like the pick-and-roll, I like the give-and-go,
Cause it’s Basketball, uh, Mister Kurtis Blow,...

Al Jaenicke:
Fr. Jo e Pot t e r

God certainly does write straight with
crooked lines. Otherwise, why would He
inspire a very simple, retired, 73 year old
priest to go to the backwoods of Brazil,
without even knowing their language, to
bring hundreds of people to meet Jesus
Christ in this stranger? But that is exactly
what happened to Father Al Jaenicke.
Al had often wanted to visit me to see
first hand our work with the simple people
of northeast Brazil. Finally, in January,
1999, he decided, with God’s inspiration,
of course, to spend a month with me in the
backlands. This visit was to become the
very special grace that would change Father
Al’s life and would eventually touch the
lives of hundreds of our people.
Al accompanied me as we concelebrated
the Eucharist in each of our ten communities in the city of Juazeiro on the banks
of the Sao Francisco River. I also wanted
him, however, to visit the little village of
Malhada, about 100 miles farther into
the interior, a five hour drive over almost
impossible roads, where the people have
Mass once a month but who have a faith
that would move mountains. As we concelebrated Mass in their little chapel with a
dirt floor and adorned with few old broken
down benches, the deep faith of the people
and their love of the Eucharist was obvious.
Each and every person sang the hymns and
at the sign of peace we receive a hug from
every person in the chapel. At the end of
the Mass my concelebrant, with tears in his
eyes, said to me,
“Joe, I want to say a few words. Translate.” He told them that their deep faith and
love for the Eucharist had touched him so
deeply that he decided to return the following year to work permanently in Brazil.
Father Al returned to Hartford and immediately began his preparation to hand
over his beloved parish and depart for a
completely new way of life in northeast
Brazil. He made an appointment with Archbishop Cronin to ask for an early retirement,

Priest of the People.

and after attending to his medical needs,
began to prepare his family, friends, and the
beloved people of St. Michael Parish for his
departure in February of 2000.
Upon our arrival in Juazeiro Al began
to study Portuguese with one of the local
teachers. However, not being able to speak
the language did not prevent him from communicating with our people. His language
was an embrace, a kiss, the few words he
had learned and his love for each person,
so evident in his contagious smile. Every
evening, as we entered one of our churches

to celebrate Mass, there would be some 25
to 30 people in the pews. Al would go to
each of them to wish them a good evening
with his embrace and warm smile. This
personal approach of seeing Christ in each
of our poor people said more than a thousand words. Father Al eventually learned
to speak Portuguese, not grammatically
correct, but he was able to get his message
across, When he preached his homily at
each Mass the people paid close attention to
every word he would say.
Within a short time we decided that
each of us should have responsibility for
specific communities. At the time a young
deacon, preparing for ordination to the
priesthood, was living with us. Father Al
and the deacon accepted responsibility for
5 communities and I took the other five.
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Every evening we would celebrate Mass
in one of our communities (three of them
did not have churches), and our afternoons
were spent visiting the homes of our very
poor people. Father Al visited hundreds of
families; gave the sacrament of the sick and
baptism to hundreds more and performed
many funeral services in the homes of our
parishioners.
It is really amazing how Al captivated
the hearts of so many people in the three
short years he worked here. The children
used to flock around him as he blessed
them and entertained them making funny
faces and wearing funny hats. He referred
to our house keeper, a lady half his age, as
“my mom”, and how she loved to hear it.
When some of the people would jest with
him about his lack of hair, he would answer
with his dry humor, “God made a few
perfect heads and the rest he covered with
hair”. Father Al came to visit us three times
after leaving permanently because of health
problems, and during those times that he
was not present, I would have to answer
hundreds of times, “Father Joe, How is
Padre Alfredo.” Not only did the laity fall in
love with Al, but the clergy as well. When
our young deacon was ordained a priest in
December, 2000, Father Al was chosen to
preach his first Mass.
I mentioned that Al`s first visit to
northeast Brazil was a very special grace
that would change his life. After his leaving
Brazil we would speak on the phone from
time to time, and during my annual visit to
Connecticut we would be together often. Al
must have said to me a hundred times, “Joe,
I´m so grateful you gave me the chance to
work with those wonderful people in northeast Brazil. They have almost nothing materially, and yet their faith is so strong. What
a great lesson for me.” One of Al’s friends
upon hearing of his death, said, “Albie had
two great loves in life, the priesthood and
the poor.” I think that says it all.
When we learned that Father Al’s
health was slowly deteriorating, his name

July 25, 1927- December 11, 2009-

Presente!
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was constantly mentioned in all
our Masses, and on the weekend of December 12-13 each
of our communities offered
the Mass for their dear Padre
Alfredo. In Brazil the official
funeral Mass is offered on the
seventh day of one’s passing.
It was no coincidence that on
Thursday, December 17, as St.
Michael Church community
was bidding farewell to Father
Al, the little community of Our
Lady of Sorrows, probably his
favorite, was offering their seventh day Eucharist as well.
May Father Al Jaenicke
continue to pray for all those
he loved and served in the
Archdiocese of Hartford and
in the backwoods of northeast
Brazil.W

“Tikki, Tokki, Tikki, Tokki, Hoy, Hoy, Hoy!”
Fr. Al and Brian at the East Side restaurant after a few pints.
in her heart” and Jesus obediently returns
with them to Nazareth where he “grew in
e called him Albie and nickwisdom and age and favor before God and
named him rabbit, not only beman.”
cause he had that toothy mischievous smile
Albie never grew out of his boyhood inof bugs Bunny, but because he had no more nocence; he grew into a man of compassion
malice in him than a bunny rabbit. When
and zeal for justice, especially for the little
confronted with fellow student’s cruel
people. As co-pastor of St. Thomas in Waremarks or faculty unfairness, Albie would terbury he vocally and forcefully opposed
have that look of puzzlement, astonishment, the closing of the parish school because
even sadness but never blame.
the parishioners were too poor to afford it.
Looking back on those teenage years
Fr. Al walked with Martin Luther King in
of my friend and classmate I am reminded
Selma and marched with the people of St.
of St. Luke’s account of the young Jesus
Michael’s parish in Hartford in front of the
missing in Jerusalem for three days while
chancery. Fr. Al was no frightened rabbit.
his parents are frantically searching for him.
He grew from the inside out, from
When Mary and Joseph find Jesus in the
prayer and study and especially from jointemple and Mary tells him of their worried ing the lives of the mostly poor people he
search, Jesus replied “did you not know I
served. From the Second Vatican Council he
must be in my Father’s house?” No blame
learned that the Catholic Church he loved
is expressed. Mary, Luke says, “kept this
was not primarily a hierarchical institution
Fr. Nich olas Cesaro

W

but a people, the people of God.
There was never a clerical casteconsciousness thought in his head. The
parishioners of St. Michael’s were not his
people, he was their priest. Together they
were all equally the beloved people of God.
Fr. Al pursued poverty in order to share the
freedom and exuberance and joyful faith in
God he saw in the little people. He dressed
simply, consumed frugally, and died penniless.
I’ll end with a personal story of Fr.
Al’s exceptional influence. Shortly before
my brother Tom died he asked me to ask
Albie to pray and say a mass for him. Being
Tom’s brother, I suppose I should have been
surprised that Tom hadn’t asked me to say
mass for him. But I wasn’t. I still ask Albie
to pray for me. I know Fr. Al has left our
world, but he is not lost. He is in our father’s
house, you can contact him there. W

H

Letters to the Editor

i Chris,
It’s been several weeks since I
received your most recent newsletter. (I am
an old fashioned girl who likes to read the
paper version rather than the e-mail version
you send a few weeks earlier.) Anyway,
I wanted you to know that your article on
Sedrick touched me deeply. It touched me
on many levels. First, I am writing to two
young men from Hartford, one black and
one Latino, who are in prison right now.
While I don’t condone the behaviors that
put them there, I believe that we are all to
some extent responsible due to the abysmal
poverty, overwhelmed public education
system, and scarcity of opportunity for
them once (if) they finally graduate from
high school. Both of them have served time
before, and both, I believe, actually received

their diplomas behind bars. In addition,
my “surrogate” son, Reuben lives in your
neighborhood. I constantly fear for his
safety. His brother was murdered on East
St. and a number of his friends have been
shot and killed since. Most recently I hear
that his uncle, Boots, who lives around the
corner from you and received a bike from
your bike guy was shot in the leg a few
weeks ago.
I was touched on yet another level. As
you know I work in the Manchester Public
School system. Each year more of my
students come to school with more and

more obstacles in their way. I have a former
student, now in foster care, whose mom got
arrested, lost her Section 8 voucher, and has
been living in her car for the past 8 months.
I have a family, a mom and seven kids, (who
once lived in your neighborhood and whose
older children are familiar with your house)
who got burned out of their home in August
and are still looking for permanent housing.
I am a special education teacher, and while
my school is not predominantly black and
brown, my caseload of students is. And my
students who come from the most difficult
situations are frequently black or brown. I
don’t believe this is a coincidence. I feel
it is a result of institutional racism and an
unwillingness on our society’s part to take
care of our brothers and sisters (as long as
we are tucked safely away in our suburbs.)
Another aspect of your newsletter that
I want to comment on is the new college
essay feature. I enjoyed reading Isaiah’s
essay and was touched by his determination
to succeed and be a role model for his little
brother. However, I couldn’t help but notice
the grammatical errors and informal tone of
the essay. Prior to becoming a special ed.
teacher, I was a high school English teacher
in Farmington, CT. There my eyes were
opened to the privileges of being a
wealthy, white suburban student.
College essays were worked on for
months and edited by the English
teachers. While I think it’s so
important for a high school senior
to be himself or herself and use his/
her own voice, I think it’s important
to keep in mind the competition
Isaiah is up against and the lengths
families go to get their children into
college.
Well, those are my comments
on your newsletter. Keep them
coming. I read them cover to cover.
One final question, is Sedrick
home from prison? If so, where is
he staying? How is he doing?
Peace...Linda PolandW

D
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ear Chris and Jackie,
Thanks for the lives you and
your family lead.
I read all of your Advent issue yesterday.
We all have Sed’s in our lives- we’re just
rarely asked his question as Chris was.
Someone once said that every time she
see a Wanted Poster in the post office, she
wonders why no one wanted that person 20
or 30 years ago as a child, and if someone
had, maybe the present poster wouldn’t be
necessary.
peace, Jack Cohen-JoppaW

Notes, cont.

sorted flash cards, and organized the books
and journals. Nancy has also opened a legal
aid clinic at the Worker. (Not really, but
Another friend, Sharon, is helping Bubba
since she was laid off from her job at Legal
and Dwight find their way through a maze
Aid, because of budget cuts, we seem to keep
of financial aid information and art school
finding people in great need of her services).
selection.
If anyone is a grant writer, we would love
Fred picks me up once a month to shop to have her be able to do more of this good
at Costco for the tons of food that we need
work and still feed her family. Hint, hint.
to feed all these growing kids. His Just Faith
Shirley brings desserts on 3 Saturdays a
group takes up a collection each month to
month. On the 4th Sat Jane brings a cake to
pay for it. I also get to go to Blackies for the
celebrate the birthdays that month!
best hotdogs in the world on the way home!
Pat the Bike Babe picks up Keyanna
His honeybunch (and wife) Kate takes Mary and brings her to a piano lesson every week.
P. to gymnastics class and sleepovers.
We finally got Key to play a song for us at
One of our Jim’s takes time away from
the Christmas party!
being the greatest Psych prof. at Central to
Carol friend from St Pat & St Anthony
come and drag Duncan back to Weaver and brings us bagels and other delectables from
keep tabs on the Pipkin clan. That is a big
caterers every Wed. afternoon.
clan and no small job.
Kristie and the Northwest Catholic kids
Our other Jim comes by many Saturdays come on Thursdays to bake, do homework
just to let small children crush him in games and play dodge ball. When there are enough
of Connect 4 while sometimes bringing
of them they even help fill up the wood pile!
other victims from St Pat & St Anthony.
On Fridays we skip tutoring and do
Nancy and her daughter Ambriel came painting; John (Catholic campus minister
to cleaned the back/library room during a
from Trinity and Central) springs for the
vacation day. They purged broken games,
pizza!!

Saturdays Stevie D. coordinates the 9
movement of a zillion children and adults….
.Church volunteers, college students, hungry
children, teenage hoopsters and great cooks
in every room of the house, and outdoors
both front and back!
On food coop day Edna and her sister,
and Dave and his bride Gabrielle help to bag
up the food and get it ready for the “customers”.
Our neighbor Lenny has been bringing
us produce that was being thrown out at his
workplace.
Princess Di cooks us dinners and brings
us gifts and good jokes and stories.
Vicki, Vince and Diane bring us bread
and goodies from Panera that we can share
with our neighbors and the folks at Ednas’s
church.
Mimi, Ray and others bring food on the
weekends from Sts. Tim, Justin and Helena’s
.We use it for the food coop and to make
emergency bags for needy families.
As you can see, there are many ways to
be part of the Catholic Worker, and many
jobs to do once you are. If you ever want to be
part of it… come on over!W

The above cartoons were published in
tion, indivisible, with liberty, and Justice for
1942. The cartoon on the left reads: I pledge all... (Except the boys and girls I keep down
allegiance to the flag of the United States and in the cellar.)
to the Republic for which it stands. One naIn the cartoon on the right, entitled

What This Country Needs Is a Good
Moral Insecticide, the man asks: “Gracious, was that in my head?” as a racial
prejudice bug flies out of his ear.W

Dr. Seuss on Racism

(860) 724-7066

Hartford, CT 06120

18 Clark St.
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Notes From De Porres House
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A purpose of human life, no matter who
is controlling it, is to love whoever is around
to be loved.
-Kurt Vonnegut

It is the perfect storm of a day for someone like me who is easily distracted. I used
to call myself a procrastinator, but recently
learned the true definition. It is someone
who postpones work especially out of
laziness or habitual carelessness. My
putting off of chores and projects comes
more from the constant multitasking
that it takes to live in a Catholic Worker
House. Today, both my kids are sick
and home from school They appear to
be in solidarity with Brian and I who
are doing an 11 day fast/prayer to close
Guantanamo with about 100 other
folks from Witness Against Torture. I
am supposed to be cleaning the house.
This is a weekly necessity to overcome
the entropy induced by the 4 million
children who seem to live here.
The door and phone have rung
about 15 times before noon. All of them are
welcome distractions. Tutors, volunteers,
and folks from the neighborhood who need
service hours and former guests are making
their way back to us. We just had our weekly
house meeting that had not happened in
a month. Now it is Jan 12th and we are late
getting the Christmas thank- you’s out to
the mail. Every time I walk into my freshly
clean art studio space I feel like starting a
new project. On top of this all Chris told me
this morning that the newsletter is overdue

again. I have decided to abandon my earlier
mood of feeling completely overwhelmed
(read: waste time on face book) and attempt
to do all of it at once. I will clean the bathroom and write on my computer between
answering the door and phone. I even have a
soundtrack to work to. Our dear friend Ellen
Grady sent me a cd of her husband Peter’s

an “amazing thing this community is for
so many” because we “get to be here every
day”. I realize that I would much rather talk
in this issue about all the amazing people
who call the Catholic Worker their spiritual
home. Here goes a little bit about some of
them…
Pete drives up from Niantic on many
Saturdays and sets up his tools and bike
stands on the front porch. Folks push, pull
and roll their busted bikes and wait a turn.
His lovely wife makes the best chocolate chip
cookies in the world.
Carmen and Javier are the latest couple
to join the mix. While Carmen makes fabulous Columbian food on some Saturdays
(while Edna watches to learn some tricks),
Javier is teaching the kids to do origami.
On Wednesdays Jeanne brings homemade banana bread, fruit salad and other
delectable and healthy snacks. Maryellen
has been doing the same on Mondays. With
Flo and Marilyn they are a cadre of caring
Green House Grandmothers.
st
favorite peace songs. This Feb. will be the 1
Maryellen and some CCSU students
anniversary of his death. His gentle, peacesent by Jim worked with the kids on making
ful presence still radiates out of his family
a beautiful quilt that will soon grace the
and community- the Ithaca Catholic Worker. walls.
Please keep them in your prayers. The comJustin and Danielle (of HuskySport
munity has just bought an old house and
fame) have been working with our seniors
has a newsletter called The Magnificat.
getting college prep work done. They are
Last week was a busy week. Our friend
being assisted by some other community
Pat and her husband Bill were able to join us volunteers. One is giving a scholarship to
for dinner before mass. She joked that it was a teen who has been accepted at UConn.
bigger than her family’s Thanksgiving. We
(Please see: Notes, p9)
have been told that we do not realize what

